Hong Kong VRC Paddle Club
c/o Victoria Recreation Club
R.B.L. 710 Island Road
Deep Water Bay
HONG KONG

19th Deep Water Bay Dragon Boat Regatta

Rules & Regulations
1.

General
1.1 In the event of a discrepancy between the English and Chinese versions of these rules, the
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2.

English version shall take precedence.
Any crew that fails to observe these Rules and Regulations herein may be disqualified.
A crew must follow the directions of the Race Officials from the time it is called to the
Crew Assembly Area, until it leaves the Crew Assembly Area after its race.
Each crew must have a Team Captain, who must be present in the Crew Assembly Area
during the time that the crew is under the control of the Race Officials. The Team Captain
will be responsible for liaising with Race Officials and will represent the crew at the prize
presentation ceremony.
The entry fee paid is non-refundable should the crew decide to withdraw from the races or
should the races be cancelled for reasons beyond the Organiser’s control.
The Organiser reserves the right to refuse the entry of any crew in the races at its sole
discretion.
No competitor will be allowed to participate if, in the absolute discretion of the Race
Officials, they are, or appear to be, intoxicated. Notwithstanding the above, the
identification of competitors who are unfit to compete due to intoxication or any other
condition who places the competitor or any other party at risk is the responsibility of the
competitor's team, and the race organization disclaims any responsibility to identify such
conditions.

Safety
2.1 Each competitor must be able to swim at least 100 metres wearing light clothing. It is the
responsibility of the person entering a crew to make sure that all members of the crew
comply with this rule.
2.2 Each competitor is solely responsible for his or her own safety during races and no
responsibility will be accepted by the Organiser or any other individual or organisation
connected directly or indirectly with the races for any death, injury, damage or loss
incurred or borne by competitors or members of a team.
2.3 Each team leader will be required to ensure that the waiver form is completed before
registration of his team is permitted on race day.
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The Crew and Crew Composition
3.1 Each boat may carry up to 20 paddlers and not less than 16 paddlers. Each boat must also
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4.

carry one drummer and one steersman. A non-paddling crew captain may also be carried.
No man may participate in a women’s crew, except as steersman and/or drummer.
The open crew may have women paddlers, steersman and/or drummer.
For mixed crews there must be a minimum of 8 women paddlers in the boat, and a
maximum of 12.
Paddlers in the Under 18 category must be under 18 on 1st January 2018.
Paddlers in the Under 18 category may be asked, at any point, for proof of age by Crew
Marshalls. Please ensure your crews all have valid ID.
Each crew should wear a distinctive uniform while under control of the race officials.
The race officials, in case of unfavourable weather and/or sea conditions, may announce a
mandatory lowering of the number of paddlers in each boat.

Marshalling, Embarking and Proceeding to the Start
4.1 A crew must be assembled in the Crew Assembly Area and be ready to board 30 minutes
before the time of its race. It is the responsibility of each crew to report at the appropriate
time; late arrival may result in disqualification.
4.2 A crew must board in accordance with the instruction of the Crew Marshals.
4.3 A crew is not permitted to choose which boat to use and must use the boat allocated to it
by the Organiser.
4.4
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5.

Personal floatation equipment may be worn by competitors but this does not relieve the
competitor and the person entering the crew from complying with Rule 2.1.
Personal floatation devices must be worn by Junior paddlers.
The drummer should be positioned on the drummer’s seat only.

Each boat will carry a number indicating the lane in which it is to race. A crew must race
in the lane allocated to its boat. Lane #1 is the lane closest to the shore.
After a crew has embarked, it must immediately leave the boarding pontoon and proceed
to the starting area.
A crew proceeding to the start must keep clear of the course and not interfere with any race
in progress. Boats proceeding to the start must keep close to the shore and not encroach on
the race course. Any crew that enters the course risking a collision may be disqualified.

Starting Procedure
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A crew should enter the assigned race lane from behind the starting line.
A crew in the starting area must obey the instructions of the Starter, umpires and other race
officials under the control of the starter.
A crew must take up its correct position in the starting area in the lane allocated to it.
Any crew persistently refusing to heed the Starter's instructions will receive a warning
which is equivalent to a false start.
When the Starter is satisfied that the crews are correctly aligned, s/he will alert all crews
with the starting command "ARE YOU READY", followed by “ATTENTION”. A horn
will then be sounded to signify the start of the race. Paddles may be below the water
surface before the start signal, and the front and back guide ropes must be held by the
Drummer and Steerer respectively until the start signal is sounded.
N.B. It is the responsibility of each team captain to make sure that each crew member, is
familiar with the starting procedure. The starting signal is the horn.
In the event that the Starter considers that any boat has crossed the line or any crew has
started before the horn sounds, the Starter will sound the horn again to signify a false start
and all crews must stop and return immediately to the start. The race will be restarted. The
Starter will issue a warning to any crew that causes a false start.
Whilst under starters orders, teams are not allowed to blow whistles or make other noises
or provocations to promote false starts. Teams deemed to be participating in such practice
may be disqualified.
Any crew that fails to return immediately to the start after a false start or that causes two
false starts in the same race may be disqualified.
Should a crew due to its own activities fail to line up correctly at the appropriate time, the
start will not be delayed and the Starter may start the race without reference to the crew.
This crew may be ranked according to its finishing placing, however if it is judged by the
Starter or other Race Official to have gained any advantage by its actions it will be
relegated to last placing in that race.

6.

Race Conduct
6.1 The proper course for each boat is a straight line within its allocated lane from its starting
position to a corresponding point on the finish line. Generally speaking and under normal
circumstances, each boat must finish in its allocated lane and must not interfere with other
boats. A boat must finish in its allocated lane if by leaving its lane it would interfere with
other boats. If a boat leaves its allocated lane but there is no interference with other boats
which materially affects the result of the race, the Race Officials may decide to take no
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action and the placing of that boat may be confirmed.
Once the boat has cleared the Starting Area, which is deemed to be 50 metres from the
Start Line, the Drummer is encouraged to beat the Drum throughout the race. The
drummer should hold drumstick(s) in hand throughout the race.
The paddlers and drummer shall sit and remain in their designated seats throughout the
race.
Umpire boats will follow each race to observe the course taken by each boat.
In the event of a boat failing to keep to its proper course and thereby interfering with the
course of another boat which is on its proper course, or in the event of a collision between
two or more boats, the Race Controller may, after consultation with an Umpire, disqualify
the offending boat or order one or more boats to re-row the race, or both, where, in the
Race Controller’s opinion, the result of the race has been materially affected.
If, in the opinion of an Umpire or the Race Controller, a boat has been swamped or
capsized deliberately by the crew, the Organiser reserves the right to eject the crew from
the competition, refuse such crew’s entry in future races and impose a penalty of
HK$5,000 on the organisation entering the crew.
If, in the opinion of the Race Controller, an Umpire or any Crew Marshal, a boat is
damaged, deliberately by the crew, the Organiser reserves the right to impose a penalty of
HK$5,000 on the organisation entering the crew. The Organiser also reserves the right to
require such organisation to pay for the costs of repairs to the damaged boat.

The Finish
7.1 The finish line will be defined approximately by buoys. The exact finish line will be the
Finish Tower at the VRC balcony and a fixed location on the far side of Deep Water Bay.
7.2 The finishing order of a race and the time taken by each boat will be determined by the
Finish Judges whose decision shall be final.
7.3

7.4

After each race, crews must immediately clear the finishing area, turn to the left and
approach the pontoon carefully and be ready to accept the boat marshal's instructions for
disembarking.
In the event of a dead-heat, if it affects advancement to the next round or positions in any
race other than the Cup finals, the time of the concerned crews in their previous race will
be used to determine the outcome with the crew having the fastest time in the previous
race being given the higher rank of the dead-heat crews. Re-racing will only take place if
there is a dead-heat affecting the top three places in the Cup Finals. In that case only the
teams involved in the dead-heat will re-race and such re-race shall take place immediately.
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8.

Protests
8.1 In the event of a crew wishing to lodge a protest against the conduct of another crew
during racing, only the Team Captain of an alleged disadvantaged crew can lodge a protest
with the Race Controller in the Race Control Area but it must be within 10 minutes after
the end of that race.
8.2 In the event of a crew wishing to lodge a protest against results of a race, the Team Captain

8.3
8.4

9.

alone must lodge the protest with the Race Controller in the Race Control Area within 10
minutes after the posting of the results of the race in question. If more than one team
representatives approach the Race Controller the protest will be dismissed.
No protests will be allowed concerning equipment.
The decision of the Race Controller on a protest shall be final. In arriving at his decision,
the Race Controller may interview Race Officials and any of the team members involved
and may examine any other evidence available to him.

Equipment
9.1 All boats used by competitors shall be provided by the Organiser. The allocation of boats
to individual crews shall be at the sole discretion of the Organiser. The Organiser will not
be responsible for any failure of equipment during a race and each crew is advised to
carefully check the boat and paddles allocated to it before racing.
9.2 No modifications or additions to the boat or the equipment within the boat may be made or
carried by any competitor or crew. In particular:
(a) Any pad or device for the paddler to sit on should be of flexible material to the
extent that it should be able to be folded over double and should not be thicker than
2 inches uncompressed.
(b) No equipment for removing water from the boat is permitted except plastic hand-

9.3
9.4

held bailers with which the water is picked up and scooped out of the boat by crew
member. No pumps of any kind are permitted.
(c) No electrical, electronic radio amplifying equipment of any kind is permitted in the
boat.
Crews are permitted to use their own paddles should they choose to do so.
Crews are recommended to provide their own bailers.
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Acknowledgement:
Race rules and regulations have been adapted to suit local conditions from those provided by the Hong
Kong Dragon Boat Association.
28th January 2018
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